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YOUR PLANT´S SECRETS UNVEILED: PLUG-AND-PLAY MODULE DIAGNOSTICS 
WITH AEG IMM UPGRADE 

Frankfurt am Main, May 26, 2017 – Intersolar Europe will see the launch of AEG IMM Upgrade, a new 
smart solution which empowers residential and commercial-size solar plant owners providing a deep 
understanding of each individual module and its performance in each and every plant. AEG´s smart 
technology can upgrade any existing power plant with advanced diagnostic capabilities by means of a 
plug-and-play solution irrespective of module type or brand.

AEG IMM Upgrade –launched by Solar Solutions, the official supplier of AEG photovoltaic products- will 
allow customers to take full control over the performances of every solar module of their existing plant. 
By simply connecting the AEG IMM Upgrade box to any of the solar modules it will be possible to start 
monitoring their performances in real time, measuring the yields from the whole installation and finding 
out possible defects or errors of individual modules. 

The AEG IMM Upgrade is the most recent development of AEG IMM (Individual Module Monitoring) 
Technology. It provides existing solar plants with the capability of performing advanced monitoring at 
the individual module level. IMM Upgrade collects ́ real-life, real-time data from every single module and 
conveys it to IMM´s artificial intelligence and onwards to our sophisticated web portal which is capable 
of precisely locating and recognizing the individual technical issues experienced by the modules.  IMM´s 
intelligence evaluates the necessity and benefits of a maintenance intervention, thus allowing prompt 
corrective actions and helping plant owners gain full control of their solar plant. The obvious savings on 
operation and maintenance costs and improved plant yields very quickly repay the investment 

“Thanks to the  AEG IMM Upgrade, anyone owning a home solar installation or operating a commercial 
PV plant will be able to save precious time and money in maintenance over the lifetime of their system, 
improve plant yield from diagnosing module failure as it happens and probably just as importantly 
gaining peace of mind”, so states Solar Solutions Managing Director Stuart Brannigan. 

Solar Solutions will display AEG IMM Upgrade at Intersolar Europe in Munich (May 31-June 2) and 
welcomes customers in the Renewable Energy Hall, stand B3 272.

ABOUT AEG

Part of the AEG family with its hundred-year tradition as a leading German brand in the field of electrical 

appliances owned today by Electrolux Group, AEG quality photovoltaic modules stand out for their reliability, 

aesthetics and enhanced usability. Each AEG module is developed to one idea ahead in the world of smart 

solar to grant users full control over their yields and peace of mind. AEG modules integrate IMM as an 

optional feature, a smart technology for highly accurate monitoring at module level, enabling detection and 

prediction of performance issues from individual modules up to the whole PV plant. This allows for tailored 

O&M interventions, maximizing yields and driving down maintenance costs. AEG solar modules are distributed 

worldwide under license by Solar Solutions GmbH, Germany. More info: www.aeg-industrialsolar.de
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